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2017 August Cisco Official New Released 400-151 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! We
are all well aware that a major problem in the IT industry is that there is a lack of quality study materials. Our exam preparation
material provides you everything you will need to take a certification examination. Our Cisco 400-151 Exam will provide you with
exam questions with verified answers that reflect the actual exam. These questions and answers provide you with the experience of
taking the actual test. High quality and value for the 400-151 Exam. 100% guarantee to pass your Cisco 400-151 exam and get your
Cisco certification. Following questions and answers are all new published by Cisco Official Exam Center:
https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html QUESTION 201Which three commands must be run to enable support of adapter-fex on
an interface on Cisco Nexus Switch? (Choose 3) A. feature adapter-fexB. feature-set adapter-fexC. feature-set virtualizationD.
feature fexE. switchport mode adapter-fexF. switchport mode vntagAnswer: ACF QUESTION 202Which three distinct
categories are within the cloud computing stack? (Choose 3) A. PaaSB. LaaSC. DaaSD. NaaSE. SaaSF. laaS Answer:
AEF QUESTION 203Which two statements about the Cisco Open SDN Controller are true? (Choose 2) A. It can be used in
multivendor environments.B. It is a commercial distribution based on the OpenFlow controller.C. The controller is available as
an appliance only.D. Security is enforced by using the Open Services Gateway Initiative framework.E. Your own, new network
service functions can be added via Java APls. Answer: AE QUESTION 204Refer to the exhibit. Which two features are enabled on
the upstream switch? (Choose 2) A. feature fcoeB. feature npvC. feature fcoe-npvD. feature fport-channel-trunkE. feature
npiv Answer: CD QUESTION 205Which three statements about the VLAN Trunking Protocol version 3 are true? (Choose 3) A. It
allows only the primary server to make VLAN Trunking Protocol configuration changes.B. It supports 4K VLANs.C. It is not
compatible with VLAN Trunking Protocol version 1 or 2.D. It does not support private VLANs.E. It provides enhanced security
with hidden and secret passwords.F. It supports manual configuration of VLANs on a device configured as a VLAN Trunking
Protocol client. Answer: ABE QUESTION 206Which three options are valid local disk configuration policies? (Choose 3) A.
RAID 40B. RAID 60C. RAID 7D. RAID 30E. RAID 50F. RAID 6 Answer: BEF QUESTION 207Which two statements
about VLAN Trunking Protocol are true? (Choose 2) A. VIAN Trunking Protocol is a Layer 2 messaging protocol that maintains
VLAN consistency by managing the addition, deletion, and renaming of VLANs within a VLAN Trunking Protocol domain.B. On
Cisco Nexus switches, VLAN Trunking Protocol is enabled by default.C. Layer 2 trunk interfaces, Layer 2 port channels, and
virtual port channels support VLAN Trunking Protocol functionality.D. VLAN Trunking Protocol is only supported on Layer 2
trunk interfaces.E. VLAN Trunking Protocol is a Layer 2 messaging protocol that maintains the interface VLAN configuring
within a VLAN Trunking Protocol domain. Answer: AC QUESTION 208Which three options are SDN Southbound protocols?
(Choose 3) A. PuppetB. OVSDBC. APlD. OpenFlowE. VXLANF. PCEP Answer: BDF QUESTION 209Refer to the
exhibit. On which VLAN does VLAN discovery occur? A. VLAN 1105B. VLAN 1C. VLAN 200D. VLAN 105 Answer: B
QUESTION 210Refer to the exhibit. Which option is the minimum number of vNICS required by the service profile to connect to
all available Vlans? A. 6B. 7C. 3D. 1 Answer: C QUESTION 211Which option isthe default FC-MAP? A. 0e:fe:00B.
0f:fe:00C. 0e:fc:00D. 0f:fc:00 Answer: C QUESTION 212Which four tables are maintained by vPath? (Choose 4) A. service
tableB. path tableC. IP/MAC tableD. service node tableE. flow tableF. Neighbor tableG. session table Answer: ABDE
QUESTION 213Refer to the exhibit. Which three steps must be taken to add NFS storage to the Cisco UCS domain ? (Choose3) A.
Configure fabric interconnect A and B to Ethernet switching mode.B. Configure Eth1/17 as a unified storage port.C. Configure
Eth1/17 as an appliance port.D. Configure a QoS policy for NFS storage.E. Create a LAN cloud VLAN on fabric A and fabric B.
F. Create an appliance VLAN on fabric A and fabric B. Answer: ACF QUESTION 214When deploying a sensor network that uses
CoAP, which of the following must be done on the firewall to allow sensor traffic into the data center? A. Permit UDP traffic from
the sensor IP address rangeB. Permit IP Option 135 traffic from the sensor lP address range(S).C. Configu re stateful inspection
for ROLL.D. Enable NAT64. Answer: A QUESTION 215Refer re the exhibit. When utilizing the Cisco Application Virtual
Switch in an ACI fabric, it can be deployed in two types of switching modes. Which two types of encapsulations can be used in each
mode? (Choose two.) A. Local Switching VLANB. Local Switching VLAN or VXLANC. Local Switching VXLAND. No
Local Switching VLANE. No Local switching VXLANF. No Local switching VLAN or VXLAN Answer: BE QUESTION 216
How many APICs can you communicate with at one time in a single REST call using Postman? A. threeB. oneC. There is no
limitD. two Answer: C QUESTION 217Which OSPF feature groups LSAs with similar link-state refresh times to allow OSPFv2
to pack multiple LSAs into an OSPFv2 update message? A. LSA group pacingB. LSA compressionC. SPF optimizationD.
LSA throttling Answer: A QUESTION 218Considering the ITIL v3 model, what are Puppet and Chef primary used for? A.
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problem managementB. configuration managementC. change managementD. release management Answer: B QUESTION 219
Which three configurations can be different between EVPN vPC peers? (Choose 3) A. using a different secondary IP addressB.
loopback primary IP addressC. using the same primary IP addressesD. consistent NVE1 binding to the same loopback interface
E. consistent VLAN to VN-segment mappingF. consistent VNI to group mapping Answer: DEF QUESTION 220Drag and Drop
QuestionDrag and drops the feature from the left onto the correct description on the right Answer: The Cisco 400-151 questions
and answers in PDF on Lead2pass are the most reliable study guide for 400-151 exam. Comparing with others', our 400-151 dump is
more authoritative and complete. We provide the latest full version of 400-151 PDF and VCE dumps with new real questions and
answers to ensure your 400-151 exam 100% pass. 400-151 new questions on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDQ0lSRmpvekFXeWs 2017 Cisco 400-151 exam dumps (All 372 Q&As) from
Lead2pass: https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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